Abstract Emotions play a central role in our daily lives, influencing the way we think and act, our health and sense of well-being, and films are by excellence the form of art that exploits our affective, perceptual and intellectual activity, holding the potential for a significant impact. Video is becoming a dominant and pervasive medium, and online video a growing entertainment activity on the web and iTV, mainly due to technological developments and the trends for media convergence. In addition, the improvement of new techniques for gathering emotional information about videos, both through content analysis or user implicit feedback through user physiological signals complemented in manual labeling from users, is revealing new ways for exploring emotional information in videos, films or TV series, and brings out new perspectives to enrich and personalize video access. In this work, we reflect on the power that emotions have in our lives, on the emotional impact of movies, and on how to address this emotional dimension in the way we classify and access movies, by exploring and evaluating the design of iFelt in its different ways to classify, access, browse and visualize movies based on their emotional impact.
Introduction
Emotions influence the way we think and act, our health and sense of well-being, having a central role in our lives [9] . One of the greatest strengths of video and movies is their power to generate attitudes and emotions. And they are becoming more and more pervasive in our lives, making it pertinent to explore their valences in inducing and supporting our empowering emotions.
Video growth over the Internet changed the way users search, browse and view video content [10] . Watching movies over the Internet is increasing and becoming a pastime. The possibility of streaming to TV Internet content, advances in video compression techniques and video streaming have turned this recent modality of watching movies easy and doable.
The exploration of movies by their emotional dimensions can be used for entertainment, education or even medical purposes [4, 28, 44] . Considering the effect of the emotions in a person's attention, motivation and behavior, a scenario where it would be beneficial to have emotional impact videos to capture viewer's attention is in educational contexts, where video could capture students' attention in different ways, either to focus or to relax. The induction of emotions using movies has been largely used in psychology studies [4] and in health-related studies. In fact, experimental studies confirmed that positive emotions can have a beneficial effect on physical health [4, 9] . The development of new mechanisms to catalog, find and access movies based on emotions could help to assess videos' emotion impact, and to find movies or scenes that tend to induce a certain feeling in the users. It could also aid filmmakers to perceive the emotional impact of their movies and, in particular, the emotional impact of each scene and compare it to the intention they had for the scene impact, and relate it to the adoption of specific special effects, acting approaches and settings. Moreover, actors might also be able to perceive their impact in a specific act. Finally, movie consumers might be able to explore movies by the emotions stirred by the content in multiple ways, compare their emotional reactions with other users' reactions and see how they change overtime.
Human Computer Interaction research field has been using physiologic, brain and behavior measures to study possible ways to identify and use emotions in humanmachine interactions [20, 24] . Using machine-learning techniques, it is possible to learn and recognize physiologic patterns and associate them with emotional labels. On the other hand, the extraction of content-based emotional information from videos has been recently the focus of some works like [15, 49] , by analyzing video low level features such as color, motion and shot cut rate, as well as cinematographic techniques.
One of the challenges in accessing video is the fact that it conveys a huge amount of audiovisual information that is not structured and that changes along time, and so, accessing all the data that a video can provide is often not an easy task. Semantic descriptors, like its emotional properties, either expressed in the movie or felt by the users, can be used to tag some information of the video. And once this information is collected, we can try to use it for a better and meaningful organization of the individual and collective video spaces, to search, and even to provide new forms of visualization and interaction [17, 25] . Visualization techniques emerged from research rooted primarily on visual perception and cognition [7, 14] . As suggested by Neisser [29] , ''cognition is the activity of knowing: the acquisition, organization, and the use of knowledge'' (p. 1). Perception is the first step of the cognitive activity and it consists of the apprehension of stimulus. Visual perception enables to successfully navigate and explore through an environment, which is why it is so important the way information and interactive mechanisms are represented. Information visualization is the discipline that presents and explores information for better perception and understanding [7, 14, 47] . Its concepts and techniques can actually help to handle the complexity and express the richness in video based information spaces. Video visualization can be an intuitive and effective way to convey meaningful information in video [25] .
In this paper, we reflect on the powerful role that emotions play in our lives, on the emotional impact of movies, and on how to support this emotional dimension in the way we classify and access movies, by exploring and evaluating the design of the interactive web video application-iFelt-in its different ways to access, browse and visualize movies and movie scenes based on their emotional impact. Following this introduction, Sect. 2 makes a review of most relevant related work, models, approaches and applications. Section 3 introduces the iFelt system, its emotional classification, and access and exploration modules, with a strong focus on the design options for the interactive access and visualization of movies based on felt emotions that were subjected to a user evaluation, described in Sect. 4 . Section 5 also presents a user study, but addresses the emotional impact of movies on the viewers, their attitudes, awareness and preferences, to inform a better support in the emotional movie access. The paper ends in Sect. 6 with conclusions and a discussion of perspectives for future work.
Related work
In this section, we present a review of work more closely related with the iFelt system, in terms of emotional models, detection and classification of emotions expressed in the videos, and mainly felt by the users, and visualization of videos and emotions.
Models and representations of emotions
There are diverse emotional perspectives to video and their identification can be performed with different methods, either manually or automatically, and regarding its content or the emotional impact it has on its users. To properly assign emotional labels in all these perspectives, classification needs to follow an appropriate affective model to better translate the referred emotional properties. From the directors' point of view, there are a number of cinematographic techniques [3] to induce a specific emotional environment, like shots duration, lightning conditions, color and movements.
From the user and content point of view, there are two main models of emotion: (1) The Categorical Model, also known as the Darwinist perspective, or Discrete model of emotions, defines emotions as discrete states. These states are well-defined units that identify a certain behavior and experience. One of the major studies on emotional expressions was performed by Ekman [12] , who identified six basic emotions based on facial expressions that were recognized across cultures: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise; and (2) the Dimensional Model [39] which bases its emotion perspectives in a spatial circumplex of emotion properties. Russell [3] proposes a two dimensional space representation (a circle) to organize all the possible emotional responses. The arousal dimension (top and bottom of the circle) represents the intensity (calm, excited) of an emotion, whereas the valence dimension (left and right of the circle) defines the polarity (positive/negative) of the emotion. Although there is no visual proposal to represent categorical emotions, there is a correspondence of these emotions in Russel's circumplex. Happy is in the top right side of the circle while surprise, and fear, anger and disgust in the top left. In the down left side is situated sadness, while there is no emotion in the down right side of the circle.
The Appraisal Model is also categorical and consists of a set of words describing emotional descriptors. Each emotional descriptor is defined as the evaluation of the interaction between someone and their goals, beliefs and the environment: Scherer defined emotional descriptors based on these assumptions to create the Geneva Affect Label Code [40] . There is also a visual representation correspondence of these emotions in Russel's circumplex. Another emotion theorist, that uses both categorical and dimensional models, is Plutchick [35] who defends a three dimensional model (polarity, similarity, intensity) with eight primary emotions-anger, fear, sadness, disgust, surprise, anticipation, trust, and joy. In Plutchik's threedimensional Circumplex Model, the relations between emotional concepts are comparable to the colors of a color wheel. The circle assumes the degree of similarities among emotions and the vertical dimension represents the intensity. Automatic recognition methods can only use the dimensional and simpler categorical models, due to limitations in differencing emotions from physiologic, facial or brain signals [26] . However, the Appraisal Model gives a wider range of words for movie emotional impact and content descriptions. For example, 'amused' is a word often used to describe emotional states after movie watching [38] .
Emotional classification of movies content and their impact
Video content analyses and indexing for browsing, exploration, or summarization is an area of research that deals with techniques and mechanisms to extract information from video and to find meaningful segments. Some techniques are based on the extraction of low-level features such as color, texture, lightning, motions, sounds, lexicon analysis, etc., inspired by cinema theorists' tools like narrative descriptions and sound and image properties [27, 32, 43] . Other techniques are manual, also adopting video descriptors such as MPEG-7, or the more traditional tags (as is the case in Youtube or Vimeo), to describe them.
Classification of emotional content by the analysis of low-level features of video
The extraction of content-based emotional information from videos has been recently the focus of some works, based on Hidden Markov Models, to analyze low level features such as color, motion and shot cut rate information, vocal effects, sound and rhythm, and cinematographic techniques [15, 19, 49] ; being perfectly aware that the emotional result stems from the directors intention for the expected emotion, and not necessarily corresponds to the viewers' actual feelings. One of the relevant results of Hanjalic and Xu's work [15] is the creation of links between the 2D dimensional emotion space and the lowlevel features of the video. Kang [19] exploits forms of video affective segmentation using pattern recognition algorithms, also representing results in the 2D dimensional emotional space. In terms of basic emotions, he focused only in fear, sadness and joy due to the difficulty of discriminating fear from anger using just color or motion and shot cut rate. In Ref. [50] , video scenes are retrieved by their emotional content, by an interactive genetic algorithm, from videos that were automatically classified with low-level descriptors mapped with the emotional space a user has in mind, based on human evaluations of scene types like action, excitement, suspense, quietness, relaxation, and happiness.
Classification of user's emotional impact by physiologic measures
Users' automatic recognition of emotions elicited by video content is another perspective of the analysis of videos concerning affective aspects-its emotional impact. Works on this perspective had been recently developed in the psychology area to prove that films can be emotional inductors, which could help psychologists in specific treatments [21] , or in the computer science area to automatically summarize videos according to the emotional impact on their viewers [28, 44] . Since William James (1984), it is known that corporal changes are correlated with emotions, which turned possible the modulation of emotions through the evaluation of physiological patterns [36] , which unveils the possibility of the automatic recognition of emotions from these patterns. In [44] , authors centralize their study on the automatic classification of movies scenes to improve video indexing and retrieval from the analysis of physiological features such as Galvanic skin response (GSR), blood volume pressure (BVP), electro cardiogram (ECG), respiration, skin temperature and electromyograms (EMG). A central result of this study was that from the correlation between physiological measures and participants' self-reports, the authors were able to identify the central physiological features for affective ranking of movies. They found that GSR features are the more informative, for half of the participants, regarding the arousal level, while in the other half the most informative were EMG signals.
Content influence on user's physiologic measures
In Ref. [28] , the video summarization techniques proposed are based on physiological responses (GSR, BVP, ECG, Resp) analysis from users, when watching movie scenes. They reported an exhaustive experimentation on how user physiological responses vary when elicited by different genres of video content to validate the development of personalized video summaries, using the dimensional theory to classify the affective results. They showed specific video segments to a group of viewers monitored with those biometric artifacts and concluded that there are significant differences between users when watching the same video segments. The authors are also clear that there is a strong relationship between some movie genres and specific biometric signals, being horror/thriller films and comedies those which have most impact on users. In this study, horror movies are associated with increased respiration rates and decreased respiration amplitudes. Several other genres had a clear relationship with electrodermal response (EDR). Thus, horror movies had higher EDR, while comedy and drama had a reduced EDR. Moreover, these movies had parallel EDR patterns.
In another experiment, Smeaton and Rothwell [42] measured physiological signals of viewers to classify the emotional impact of films. With the objective of testing if video emotional highlighting can be detected from physiological signals, they tested the film emotional experience in a group and in an individual context. Using the categorical model of emotions, they manually classified the supposed evoked emotions of the prepared films with 21 emotional categories. They also analyzed low-level audio features of each film to distinguish speech from music and from silent frames, so as to improve the accuracy of emotional classifications. The output classification was obtained by comparing the detected biometric peaks with the manually introduced emotional categories for each movie segment. This study had three interesting findings: (1) music is associated with users' emotional highlights; (2) participants have similar physiological responses, when watching films in small groups; and (3) the emotions easier to detect were fear/anger/distress and hope/pride/joy, and these were the most influenced by music. Although movies as a whole were not included in these studies, they give us the panorama of movie classification using physiological sensors.
Video access and visualization
IMDb, the Internet Movie Database, [18] , is probably the most well known online database of information about movies and TV shows. It provides information about actors, directors, production crew, video games and fictional characters. Films are characterized by film genres, and it allows users to classify movies based on their appreciation. Other sites, like Netflix [30] allow accessing and watching movies through on-demand video streaming over the internet and online rental of DVD and Blu-ray videos, also providing some common information about the movies. YouTube [51] is probably the most famous and used website to publish and watch videos. Users publish and annotate videos providing a title, description, tags and categories that can be used in video search and to select videos most similar to the video the user selects to watch. Users may evaluate, comment and share videos in social networks, and the system also provides recommendations, tendencies, highlights, and most recently watched movies. Other systems in this category include Vimeo [46] . None of the previous systems supports emotional information, and they do not explore the visualization of video spaces much further then through lists.
In the context of visualization, Film Finder [1, 2] supported users to search for certain films with different types of visualization based on the movie duration (min and max), genres, titles, actors and directors. The selected movies were presented in a starfield graphic based on their date and popularity. In this approach, users could find movies based on their tastes or preferences, and explore the movies space zooming in and out of more or less detailed information. Most visualization tools and applications found in more recent surveys like Ref. [33] do not address video. Exceptions include: Call and Response that visualizes a communication network made through short videos among people, representing videos by one keyframe, and focusing on the communication; Visualizing tagging behavior in Nicovideo that visualizes the network of tags added to the videos, but not the videos; and the two most related to our work: the visualization of videos in YouTube that was available in a previous version till about a year ago, and Video Sphere [6] . From each video on YouTube, the user could access a 2D view that represented videos as circular scattered still images, giving access to the traditional page to watch the video. It allowed for visual neighborhood navigation, but provided limited functionality and information about the videos or the video space. VideoSphere represents TEDs videos as a video space around a 3D sphere, with links among the videos, reflecting semantic compatibility, and allowing navigating around and inside and out the sphere. The visualization is restricted to the videos on that sphere, with the focus on exploring semantic relations, and no special support for the visualization of the videos other then still keyframes and traditional video play.
In our previous works, we provided interactive 3D visualization and navigation of video [37] , as an art installation, to explore cultural properties and links among different videos, in semantic categories like countries, themes and authors, at the level of the videos space and the individual videos; and a 2D interactive system based on a physical particles system [25] that could visualize and explore the same videos but stressing features such as their color dominance, rhythm and movement. These systems allowed to capture, experience, and express videos' properties and relations, providing the means to gain new insights into our culture and to influence the expression of its intrinsic aesthetics in creative ways at the crossroads of information access, culture and digital art.
The previous systems address video visualization but not emotions. In the context of emotion elicitation and visualization, there are some recent works, but not so much on video.
Eliciting and visualizing emotions
We Feel Fine [16, 48] harvests human feelings from a large number of weblogs. It searches in newly posted entries the occurrences of the phrases ''I feel'' and ''I am feeling'', and identifies the ''feeling'' expressed in that sentence (e.g. sad, happy, depressed, better, etc.) as well as available information about the author (age, gender, and geographical location) and local weather conditions at the time it was written, allowing to answer questions like: do Europeans feel better more often than Americans? The user interface is based on a physical particles system, where each particle represents one feeling expressed by an individual (showing the whole sentence, when clicked), with properties such as color, shape, size and opacity representing the nature of the feeling.
Synesketch [45] is a textual emotion recognition and visualization software based on the concept of synesthesia, dynamically transferring text into animated visual patterns. Hooloovoo, one of its demos, provides simple and minimalist visualizations of emotions found in texts through colored squares. Emotions influence colors, saturation, size and frame rate. For example, 'no emotion' is represented by dim grey in small squares, weak disgust in more saturated grey scale in small squares, while strong happiness is represented with bigger squares in brighter colors with dominance of yellow and red components. Synemania, another demo of Synesketch, adopts a more complex visualization based on a particles system that creates abstract visual patterns with their movement. Patterns depend on the corresponding emotion and intensity, reflected on the particle color and type. The Emotionally}Vague project [13] addresses the relation of body and emotion and how people feel emotions such as anger, joy, fear, sadness and love. The results obtained from a survey revealed patterns of feeling that were represented by colors and body locations, showing for example that anger and love manifest mostly in the head and the chest, respectively, while joy is mostly associated with bright and saturated colors, and in opposite emotions, like anger and love, the dominant color tends to be the same.
The iFelt system
iFelt is an interactive web video application that allows to catalog, access, explore and visualize emotional information about movies. It is being designed to explore the affective dimensions of movies in terms of their properties and in accordance with users' emotional profiles, choices and states. Although iFelt supports any kind of video, we focus our analysis on movies.
The iFelt system has two main goals:
1. Emotional Movie content classification: to provide video classification based on emotions, either expressed in the movies, and mainly felt by the users; 2. Emotional Movie access and exploration: to access and visualize videos based on their emotional properties and users' emotions and profiles.
We are focusing on these two goals to explore new mechanisms to catalog, find and access movies based on emotions. We also want to assess the entertainment user experience of having movies represented by the emotion they induce, and of exploring and accessing this emotional information about movies and movie scenes. Next subsections will address these two dimensions. Section 4 will focus on the user evaluation.
Emotional movie classification
Movies and movie emotional scenes can be classified and indexed from two perspectives:
1. by the Objective Emotion that is conveyed, e.g. a video or a scene showing happy people; 2. by the Subjective Emotion that it induces on the user, for e.g. sadness, because the user relates that specific kind of situations with a sad event in her life.
Objective emotions can be classified either manually, or with the aid of some automatic process: through video processing techniques [32, 43, 50] , and emotion recognition methods [15, 49] based in video low-level feature analysis, combined with audio and subtitles processing, as we are exploring in our VIRUS research project [22] .
On the other hand, subjective emotions can also be classified manually, by the user in accordance with the emotions felt along time, or automatically recognized with biometric methods based on brain signals, physiological signals, such as respiration, heart rate, galvanic skin response, detected on the users, or methods based on the recognition of facial emotional expressions [26] . This subjective emotional impact on the users is the current main focus of iFelt.
Sensing emotional impact
In this context, we are performing video classification based on biometric methods (galvanic skin response, respiration, and cardiovascular activity), employing digital signal processing and pattern recognition algorithms to learn from users, inspired by statistical techniques used by Picard et al. [34] . They used four physiological measures (heart rate, galvanic skin response, muscle activity and respiration) that were processed through the sequential floating feature selection (SFFS) algorithm used to choose best features of each physiological measure and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to build a statistical model of each emotional class. Like Picard, we used sequential forward selection (a variant of sequential floating forward selection) [31] .
iFelt classification uses support vector machines (SVM) and k-NN classifiers. With the SVM classifier, the overall average recognition rate was 69 % (SD = 5.0), which represents a 49 % improvement over random choice. Since we are automatically classifying 5 classes: happiness, sad, fear, anger and disgust (for now, surprise requires manual classification), the random probability is 1/5 (20 %), which is what the simplest classifier could do. Our k-NN classifier produced an overall average recognition rate of 47 % (SD = 9.3). The SVM classification score shows promise that the iFelt recognition system can be used to automatically evaluate human emotions. Two key positive aspects of the system emerged: (1) the use of easily computed statistical features, which can be used to develop real-time classification systems [31] ; and (2) a quite reasonable recognition rate when compared with the other studies that also used movies (Table 1 ). This table summarizes most relevant studies regarding automatic emotion recognition [52] , using different approaches, where we added the elicitation methods and the iFelt emotion recognition study [31] . These studies are hardly comparable, since they used different types of sensors, a varied number of participants, different elicitation media and features and even different classification techniques. But roughly, we achieved very good results in relation to the best recognition rate using movies, and recognized five emotions, instead of their three [44] .
After a training phase based on scenes, movies can be classified, both by sensing the user with wearable galvanic skin response, respiration, and cardiovascular activity biosensors. After the classification procedure, movies are automatically annotated with their emotional information. This process and its results are thoroughly described in [31] .
Emotional model
In the IFelt system, we are using categorical labels (happy, sadness, surprise, fear, anger and disgust) for the classification of both content and users' emotions. This is due to the facts that (a) the characterization of emotions by physiologic patterns has still some limitations regarding the differentiation of emotions from physiologic signals [36] ; and (b) the Ekman's basic categorical emotions are the most agreed. So, despite the importance of automatic recognition which gives valence and arousal dimensions, we are not including them in the context of the current research being reported. However, we are considering the support of the dimensional and appraisal models in the classification mechanism of the iFelt system in a manual perspective and, whenever possible, as part of an automatic emotion recognition process. 
Movie emotional scenes
Emotions are detected or recognized along time, allowing to identify emotional scenes. Emotional scenes are detected based on: the captured physiological signals and in accordance with a set of rules (subjective); and video content analysis (objective). This way, a movie can be divided in terms of emotional scenes either from an objective and a subjective perspective. Note that these scenes may not correspond to the actual traditional scenes that are dependent on the semantic narrative of the movie and usually involves one or more shots. It is our intention in iFelt to classify and present all these perspectives: traditional scenes, objective emotional scenes, and subjective emotional scenes; also to allow for their comparison. Although work is already being done in all these perspectives in this paper, the focus is more directed towards the subjective perspective.
Movie dominant emotions
In each perspective, either objective or subjective, it is possible to find out the dominance of each emotion and to determine the dominant emotion expressed or felt in each movie, based on the amount of time that each emotion was expressed in the movie or felt by a user.
Users emotional views
In the subjective perspective, concerning the emotions felt by the users while watching the movies, we will consider three different views:
1. My view: each user can have videos classified by the emotions felt while watching each movie, and access videos based on this classification. 2. All Users view: the system computes and presents the average emotions felt by all the viewers of each video. 3. The Directors view: represents the emotions each movie's director expects users to feel while watching it.
These views will be reflected in the movie's emotional scenes and dominant emotions.
Emotional movie access
In the context of the movie access dimension, different methods are being designed to access and watch the movies, at the levels of the whole movie collection, and the individual movies, building on our previous experience with video and hypervideo spaces [8] . As stated in the previous section in this paper, we are directing the focus towards the access based on the subjective emotions perspective, with the aim to explore and evaluate with users the emotional paradigm, access and visualization options, on top of which we can later add the other perspectives. We based our design choices in usability heuristics and especially those concerning an aesthetic and minimalist design, familiarity and low cognitive workload, with the aim to design an interactive system that the users find useful, satisfying, easy to use and perceptive. After the presentation of the rationale behind the choice of the emotions representation, we describe, in the following subsections, the main levels of the movies, scenes, individual movies, and the user emotional profile, through which the user can access, search, navigate and watch the movies in the iFelt system. Figure 1 exemplifies the navigation across this four levels, or spaces, in iFelt and will be described along this section as an illustration.
Emotion visual representation
iFelt emotional representation was inspired in the different representations of emotions used by the models described in Sect. 2.1. We adopted a representation of emotions based on colors, like in the model of Plutchik [35] . Thus, Anger, Disgust, Fear, Sadness, Surprise and Happiness are represented by the colors pink, purple, green, blue, light blue, and yellow. These colors will be used in the different representations of emotional aspects of the movies, in the current prototype design, where we also intend to consistently adopt round shapes and circular organizations inspired by the 2D circumplex representation of emotions from Russel's [39] dimensional model.
Movies space
In the movie space, the user gets a view over the movies existing in iFelt, with information about their dominant emotions, in addition to the traditional information of title, etc. This can be the view of all the videos or a selection resulting from a previous search, as is usual in systems like Youtube. From here, the user may navigate to any of the represented movies to access and watch it individually. In the current prototype, there are two representations of the movie space that the user can choose from an emotional wheel and a list of movie titles.
Movies emotional wheel
In this representation, the movies contained in the movie space selection are represented by a colored circle, with their dominant emotion color, and placed on the wheel accordingly, close to the movies with the same dominant color, creating six sections corresponding to the six emotions in our emotional model. In addition, the distance to the center represents the level of emotion dominance: the farther to the center, the more dominant that emotion is in the movie (Figs. 1a, 2a) , and on mouse over each circle, the corresponding movie information is shown (Fig. 1a) . This mechanism was designed to allow the visualization of the movies space organized by dominant emotions, to get a better perception of the dominance of emotions in the selected movies and also to help users finding and browsing movies based on this criteria. To allow a huge collection of movies to be represented in this wheel, we are analyzing the adoption of algorithms for visual complexity such as Treemaps [41] . Pan and zoom techniques are also being considered but currently we are only considering the top emotionally rated movies per each emotion.
To increase the perceptiveness and effectiveness of this representation, four versions of the wheel were designed and tested:
1. Same brightness and size in emotion dominance ? circular grid:
Each circle in the wheel has the same size and same brightness in every emotion, independent of the level of emotion dominance. There is a grid in the background stressing the separation of emotional regions (in addition to the different colors used in each wheel section) and suggesting some graduation along the circle radius through concentric circles (Fig. 3, v1 ).
Different size in emotion dominance ? circular grid:
In this version, the size of the circles reflects the percentage of emotion dominance, in addition to the distance to the center. This way, the farther from the center, the larger the circles get. It adopts the same grid as V1. See  Fig. 3, v2. 
Different brightness in emotion dominance ?
smoother grid
In V3, circles have the same size, but their color brightness reflects the emotion dominance: the brighter being the more dominant, in addition to the distance to the circle center. The grid here is smoother without the concentric circles. See Fig. 3, v3 . This version combines both brightness and size to convey emotion dominance information and it does not use a grid (Fig. 3, v4) .
In all the suggested versions, when the cursor is over any of the circles, the information that is presented for each movie in the title list is shown here for the selected movie, close to the cursor (exemplified in Fig. 1a) . Also, the movie space can be viewed from the three views: My, All Users and Director's view, being All Users the default.
Movies title list
The movies are also represented in a list with an image and the title of the movie preceded by a colored circle representing the movie's dominant emotion (Fig. 2b) . This representation was designed to help visualizing, finding and browsing the movies based on their title and image, in addition to their dominant emotion. In both wheel and title list views, when a movie is selected by click, it gives access to the Movie Profile, where they can watch the movie (Fig. 1a, b) .
Individual movies: movie emotional profile
At the individual movie level, the movie can be watched, and in addition there is information about its dominant emotions and emotional scenes (Figs. 1b, 4 ):
1. The Most Dominant Emotion, in the current view, is represented on top of the video by a big circle (the same color used to represent it in the movies space). 2. The Dominant Emotions, in the current view, represented by the percentage of dominance of each emotion in the movie, are presented to the right of the video. We designed several representations for this purpose, but present and tested here one based on bars, as an alternative to the circles used in the other representations. 3. The Emotional Timelines represent the emotional scenes along time, below the video. The top timeline (in the current view in the figure) represents the emotions in accordance to My view, i.e. the current user's view, the bottom left represents All Users view, and the bottom right represents the Director's' View. Users can use this information to gain more awareness of the emotions involved, and of how different the three views (mine, all users, and director's) are. To ease having one view as to be the dominant at each moment and to allow the coexistence of the three views, two were made smaller. To ease the comparison, when selected, the smaller timelines expand to the same size as the top one (Fig. 4a-c) . These timelines also allow to access scenes based on their dominant emotions: by clicking the colored timeline, the video starts playing in the corresponding time in a scene classified with the corresponding emotion.
4. The Current Emotion, in accordance to the current highlighted view (the top timeline), is represented: (1) in this timeline as a pointer travels along the timeline while the movie plays; and (2) in a Circle of Emotions, to the left of the movie, dynamically presenting a white circle moving to the current emotion represented in the circle (Fig. 4) .
Movies emotional scenes space
In the movie's emotional scenes space, the users can get a view of the scenes of the movies based on the scenes dominant emotions. As in the Movie Space, the scenes space can be viewed from the three views: My, All Users (default) and Director's view. Scenes with a certain dominant emotion are represented by a circle, with the correspondent color, and with its size matching the percentage of dominance of that emotion in that movie. Scenes with the same dominant color are grouped together. As in the movie wheel, when the cursor is over any of the circles, the information that is presented for each movie in the title list is shown here for the selected movie, close to the cursor, and in addition, the circles corresponding to the same movie in the different emotions are highlighted while the others dim (Fig. 5a ). When the user clicks on any of the circles, this state is kept independently of the cursor position, allowing to click in any of the selected movie scenes, and as a consequence, be directed to that individual movie, but presenting only the scenes with the selected emotion. This view intends to help users to visualize the dominance of colors across the scenes in the selected movies, and to help to perceive, find and browse to movies based on the dominance of emotions other than the most dominant emotion. It also allows to access a movie in a way that the scenes are filtered based on their emotions-as emotional movie summaries [11] e.g. scenes where most users felt happy (Fig. 5) . Happiness was the emotion chosen (top) and, in consequence, the movie only presents the happy scenes, selected in accordance with the emotional classification of the current perspective: Mine, All Users or Director's (down).
User emotional profile
From the user emotional profile, the current users in iFelt can get information about their movies, i.e. movies classified from their own perspective or view:
1. My Personal Info: photo and name, most dominant emotion felt in the movies already classified from My perspective, and the date of the last classification done (Fig. 6a, b , top left).
My Dominant Felt Emotions represented by colored
circles, where the size reflects the percentage of felt emotion dominance in all the movies already classified by the current user (Fig. 6a, b , bottom left).
My Last Classified Movies: each movie is represented
by an image of the movie (same as in the movies list), tainted with a color filter corresponding to the dominant emotion felt from his view or perspective (Fig. 6a, b ,top right). Here we are still experimenting a different representation for emotions. 4. My Classified Movies Space: similar to the Movies Space, but presenting only the movies that the current user classified through felt emotions. Users may choose to see the movies on the wheel (Fig. 6a, bottom right) or the title list view (Fig. 1d , bottom right). 5. My Classified Emotional Scenes: similar to the Emotional Scenes, but presenting only the movie scenes that the current user classified through felt emotions. This is presented in the same region as the Movies Space (Fig. 6b, bottom right) , in accordance with the user selection (Fig. 6a, b) .
From all these Movies and Scene Spaces, the user may navigate to the selected movie profile, exemplified in Fig. 1d-b for Last Classified Movies and Movie Space in Title List.
iFelt usability and utility user evaluation
This section presents the objectives, method and results of the user study conducted to evaluate the iFelt's user interface, concepts and functionalities.
Objectives
The dimensions underlying the USE questionnaire [23] that were present in the requirements and design rationale now inform the main objectives of the evaluation of iFelt that include evaluating the following properties:
• Usefulness-How useful can the exploration of emotional information be? Which are the best ways to access the information? Were the results provided by the system perceived as useful? • Satisfaction-Do users find iFelt fun to use? Do users have a good experience using it? • Ease of use-Do users find iFelt easy to use?
• Perceptiveness of the information provided by the system, as a supplement to the satisfaction and ease of use dimensions of this USE analysis. The questions Is the information representation easy to understand? and Which was the best way to understand the information? were asked for this purpose.
A parallel objective was to determine if users had specific and global comments and suggestions in what concerns functionalities, access mechanisms or information representation alternatives to propose.
Methods
We performed an evaluation based mainly on two methods: observation-using paper and a pen to register observations-and semi-structured Interviews.
The procedure began by briefing the subjects about iFelt, the software they were about to test, and explaining the purpose of the tests. Then, the interview session began with a set of questions to gain insights about user's movie watching habits and background to help us in the later analysis of the results. Next, users watched two scenes of a same movie outside the iFelt system, and were asked to evaluate their dominant emotion as a reaction (T0), to increase their awareness about the concept of movies and movie scenes emotional impact.
The next step was a task-oriented activity with iFelt, where errors, hesitations and timings were observed. At the end of each task, users were confronted with USE-based questions, to be answered with a five point Likert scale, and the opportunity to provide qualitative feedback through comments and suggestions for the iFelt features involved in that task. In this step, interviewers also wrote down their own judgment in terms of the USE aspects, by observing users performance in completing the task, to help detect less thoughtful answers. In fact, satisfaction parameters can be much reliable when observed, because interviewers easily perceive users attitudes and posture in the interaction. In the task, whenever there was more than one version of the same feature, we randomly chose the order to present them in each test, to change the routine of the tests towards more equitable evaluation conditions of the different versions. Finally, users were asked to verbally answer to another USE-based questionnaire; this time about the overall application overview.
For this study, we recruited 10 computer literate subjects (6 female, 4 male) between 21 and 56 years old to perform the tests of the system. The results of the evaluation are presented and discussed below.
Results
The description and results of the main tasks will be presented in the order defined by the evaluation phase:
Movies Space, Movie Emotional Profile, Emotional Scenes Space and User Emotional Profile. This way, the context of the movie emotional profile was presented soon, increasing users' awareness about video emotional scenes before they were asked to access the scenes space. The mean (M) and the standard deviation (SD) achieved from the analysis of the USE results, based on 5 five point Likert scales, on the proposed tasks (Tn) and underlying questions are presented in the next tables and figures, complemented with the presentation and discussion of the most relevant results and comments obtained, in addition to our own observations.
Movies space
In this area of iFelt, we tested the access and navigation mechanisms to find movies within the movie space wheel, by requesting users to find the 5 happiest movies in the collection (T1) and the directors' perspectives of the same movies (T2). With these two questions, we analyzed the usability of the navigation mechanisms as well as the information representation perceptiveness in the movies space wheel in terms of the emotional impact of movies, and the different perspectives available.
We have four versions for this wheel representation as described in Sect. 3.2.2.1. Version 4, with the size and brightness conveying emotional intensity and no grid, was the preferred for 90 % of the subjects, and the subjects tended to associate the wheel, or grid, center to less intense emotions. The size of the circles and the intensity of their colors were crucial for a clear understanding of the dominance of the emotional impact of the movies. We observed that users felt amused with the possibility of having their collection of movies emotionally classified with viewers' emotional feedback, including their own (T1), and also with the director's perspective of the movies they liked (T2).
To evaluate the search, access and navigation to individual movies from the movies space, subjects were told to find and watch the ''28 Days Later'' movie (T3). To find the movie, we observed that 80 % of the subjects used the Movie Title List and the other 20 % the Movies Emotional Wheel. In fact, to search for a specific movie, most of the subjects opted for the Title facility, while to search or explore emotional properties of movies, 90 % of the subjects resort on the Wheel. The movie dominant emotion representation, through a colored circle preceding the movie titles in the Title List, was not very satisfactory because users were not very familiar with the color of emotions and there were no labels in this view. Apart from that, user's found the features in the Movies Space very useful, satisfying and easy to use (Table 2 ; Fig. 7 ).
Movie emotional profile
After accessing the movie emotional profile (in T3), three other tasks were performed regarding that movie, to give us feedback about the ease of use and the perceptiveness of its mechanisms and displayed information. We are going to detail some of them, because they reveal the usability of crucial aspects, such as identifying emotional scenes from the timeline (T4), movie dominant emotions (presented on bars) (T5) and timeline comparisons (T6).
When asked about the emotional scenes sequence of the movie (T4) (shown in the timeline), we observed an initial difficulty in fully understanding the concept of emotional scenes in this context, and identifying the emotions only through the colors, without explicit labels, although they could see the emotion-color mapping on the Emotional Stats to the right of the video, showing the dominant emotions. In consequence, we got the lowest, but still positive, usability results regarding satisfaction about this feature (mean = 3.6, SD = 1.5, in Table 3 and Fig. 8 ). Some subjects suggested having also a ''traditional scene'' representation, to facilitate the identification of the emotional scenes by the differentiation. Still, this feature was considered very useful and easy to use, and the highest score was actually given to the possibility of viewing different emotional timelines (U: 4.9, S: 4.9, and E: 5, with very low variance, in T6). We observed that 90 % of subjects were visibly enjoying the exploration of timelines, to compare their own emotional classifications with directors' and all users' perspectives. Some subjects (80 %) suggested that this was a ''cool'' functionality to share in a social network environment. Also, in this item, users gave high scores to the usability and usefulness of having the bar-based representations of dominant emotions, when asked to find the lowest one in this movie (T5). The Movie Emotional Profile was the space with higher and more unanimous scores. Apart from the initial difficulty in knowing the color mapping, affecting satisfaction with T4, means were above 4.4, often 4.9 and 5 with low SD.
Emotional scenes space
Emotional scenes space was evaluated asking subjects to find the movie with the highest percentage of sad scenes (T7). This question gave us feedback regarding the usability of the mechanism to access and explore movies by the scenes emotional information. This task was followed by three other ones that helped evaluating the ease of use (perception) of the visual representation of scenes emotional information (T8), the representation of movies by its emotional scenes in the scene context, after selecting one of the movies (T9), and accessing the actual movie scenes with a specific emotion, i.e. a movie summary showing only the chosen emotion, sadness in this case (T10) ( Table 4 ; Fig. 9 ).
We observed that only 60 % of subjects could finish the task (T7) and that subjects had some difficulties in understanding the visual representation of the scene space. The access to a scene-based emotional space turned out to be strange for users. Based on subjects' feedback, we can conclude that this fact occurred because subjects were used to the wheel representation of the movie space and did not understand right away the concept of this new somehow similar representation for a different purpose. On the other hand, after discovering the concept of the emotional scenes, the possibility of exploring scenes by their emotional impact (T8) was found very useful to the users and the utility of having, through mouse over or a click in a any circle, the view of all other emotional scenes of that same movie (T9) was visibly pleasurable and appreciated. We observed that subjects were especially motivated with the possibility of viewing a representation of the full movie by its emotional scenes. Regarding the access of the Movie Profile with a summary of the emotional scenes according to the emotion selected from this scenes view (T10), it was classified as useful (M: 4.6, SD: 0.4), satisfying (M: 4.6, SD: 1), and very easy to use (M: 4.9, SD: 0.9). Accessing movies based on emotional impact 571
User emotional profile
In this section, we asked the subjects to identify their own most and less felt emotion while watching movies (T11). Two more questions were asked to assess the perception of emotional information regarding the user's own profile (T12: number of videos classified) and (T13: dominant emotions). The final task focused on accessing last classified movies (T14) ( Table 5 ; Fig. 10 ). User Emotional Profile was globally satisfactory; users understood the profile concept and found very useful the possibility of having films classified by their own emotions. In summary, from (T11 and T13) we conclude that the ''My dominant Felt Emotions'' is a perceptive way to represent the information, although users were not sure if this view only included the movies they had already classified emotionally (T12). The visual representation of the movies in the ''My Last Classified Movies'' (T14) also fulfilled usability requirements but, when asked, users said they preferred the circle-based representation for emotional information, instead of the colored tainted movie image.
Global evaluation
A global evaluation was made after the experiment, when users were asked about their overall experience while using iFelt, on the following aspects: (1) usefulness, (2) satisfaction, (3) ease of use, (4) fun and coolness, and (5) if they would recommend it to other users (Table 6 ; Fig. 11 ).
Participants were also asked about the features that they liked the most and the least in iFelt, and to suggest changes they would like to see in the system. Participants were very positive about iFelt in general, rating it with positive and often high values. They explained these rates by their appreciation of the system, since it allowed exploring movies by the emotions felt. They also emphasized the timelines for facilitating the comparison of different perspectives and interacting with the video, and the look and feel of the interface, colorful but clean. Despite their positive evaluation of the satisfaction, these ratings were lower when compared with the other, because users would prefer more focus on users preferences, i.e., where the user profile would be more emphasized; and a more explicit identification of the emotions. The fun and coolness feature evaluation was extremely positive and this was clearly observed from their behavior while doing the experiment. Users found iFelt cool, and they would, often strongly, recommend it to friends. 5 User study on the emotional impact of movies After the usability test, when users were motivated to this emotional perspective in movie watching, they were asked to answer the questions regarding their attitudes, awareness and preferences about the emotional impact of movies. The aim of this study was to increase our awareness about the importance and role of this emotional dimension in viewers lives, and possibly to confirm and derive their perceived needs in this respect, to allow for a better support in the emotional movie access.
To find out about awareness and attitudes, they were asked three questions. Viewers strongly agreed (M: 4.6, SD: 0.52, in a 1-5 scale: totally disagree-totally agree) that watching a movie can fill one's soul, or make one sad (Q1). They quite often feel the need to watch movies (M: 4.2, SD: 0.63 in Q3, in a 1-5 scale: never-often), and sometimes turn to movies to achieve a specific emotional state (M: 3.1 in Q2), some more than the others (SD: 0.99).
We asked viewers what genres made them feel each of the emotions presented (energetic, depressed, inspired, motivated, joyful happy, sad, scared, and disgusted) to find out more about the relation of genres and felt emotions (Q4-Q5). We did not list the genres to let them freely mention the most relevant. The most similar answers associated joy and happiness with comedy, sadness with drama, and scare/fear with terror movies. Next, action movies make most viewers feel energetic, what comedies does for fewer; most female feel depressed with drama, while most male feel depressed with romance; and disgust tends to come with terror movies, but also with those involving blood and documentaries, and science. Females get more inspired or motivated with romance, drama and action, while males get their inspiration and motivation from action and docs. Somehow opposite to the results on feeling depressed, romance makes some females feel joyful, happy, motivated and inspired, and one female and one male feel sad. As for the most wanted or preferred genre (Q5), females prefer drama and romance, while male prefer action, comedy and suspense.
To learn about preferred films and emotions, Q6-Q8 were asked as open questions. The most wanted emotion when selecting a movie (Q6) was surprise or suspense to half of the males and feeling good and fun to the others, while dreaming, inspiration or motivation were mentioned by half of the females, two mentioned related feelings: of making them think, wander and dream, and one mentioned happiness. When asked about a relevant movie in their lives (Q7-Q8), the movies and the associated main felt emotions align to a reasonable extent with the preferred emotions. Also interesting to note that in the imagination and motivation movies, answers were, somehow, more inspired: one female aged 29 ''enjoyed wondering about the story'', while another one aged 35, after watching the Dead Poets Society at 13 years old, felt she ''was going to conquer the world''. For more details on the power of emotions and on the emotional impact of movies, that form the motivation behind the research around iFelt, this study context and results, you may refer to Ref. [9] .
Conclusion and perspectives
Motivated by the power that emotions have in our lives and on the emotional impact of movies, we addressed the emotional dimension, expressed in videos and mainly felt by the users when watching them, to classify and access movies, by conceiving and evaluating the design of iFelt.
We described this web video application for movie classification, access, exploration and visualization of movies based on an emotional paradigm, and presented some navigation examples.
For the iFelt emotion recognition engine, we implemented support vector machines (SVM) and k-NN classifiers to recognize Ekman's five core emotions, using biometric sensors of galvanic skin response, respiration, and cardiovascular activity. The overall average recognition rates showed promise that the iFelt recognition system can be used to automatically evaluate human emotions. Two key positive aspects of the system that emerged were: the use of easily computed statistical features, which can be used to develop real-time classification systems; and a quite reasonable recognition rate, with only three sensors.
Although the characterization of emotions using physiologic signals still has some limitations, namely, in finding the adequate elicitation to target a specific emotion, and sensors are sometimes considered invasive, there is a major advantage when compared to facial and vocal recognition, because emotions cannot be intentional-we cannot trigger the autonomic nervous system (ANS) contrarily to the so called ''poker face'' where people disguise facial expressions as well as vocal utterances, that are recognized with methods that also have limitations. In addition, cameras for facial recognition can be more invasive than physiologic sensors because they reveal identity or appearance besides emotional information, and new wearable sensors and related technological advances promise to allow for less intrusive sensors, e.g. in mice and wrist bands, to measure affective states [20, 24, 31, 34] . A user study, performed with the objective of evaluating iFelt's access, exploration and visualization functionalities, their usability and perceived utility, was presented. From this study, our first conclusion is that iFelt is perceived as useful, satisfactory and easy to use. Regarding access and exploration, we conclude that subjects prefer the use of the ''Movie Title List'' to search for a specific movie, while to search or explore emotional properties of movies, most of the subjects opt to use the Movies Emotional Wheel. The exploration of emotional timelines was considered very useful, especially in their ability to allow comparing users' Own emotional classifications with Directors' and All Users' perspectives. Most of the subjects suggested that this was a ''cool'' functionality to share in a social network environment. It is also important to note that, after discovering the concept of the emotional scenes, the possibility of exploring scenes by their emotional impact was very useful to users and visibly pleasurable. It was also interesting to note that the Movie Emotional Profile was the space with higher and more unanimous scores, since it is the space that gets the users close to the movie, where they can watch it and actually feel its emotional impact.
In addition, the same users participated in a study regarding their attitudes, awareness and preferences about the emotional impact of movies. The inquired viewers strongly agreed that watching a movie can fill one's soul or make one sad, they quite often feel the need to watch movies, and sometimes turn to movies to achieve a specific emotional state. Regarding preferences and relation of emotions and movie genres, it was interesting to note the matching of the differences between female and male answers with traits commonly associated with each genre, for e.g., in terms of romance versus action, or dreaming versus down to earth. These results, although not generalizable, align for e.g. with [5] that reports greater preference of females for happy-mood films and males for higharousal films, and can inform personalization and recommendation features. It was also interesting to note some tendency in preferences of emotions like surprise, fun, feeling good, happiness, and mostly, imagining, dreaming, inspiration and motivation towards the search of engagement and meaning [9] beyond positive emotions, and suggesting the need to address wider models of emotional impact.
As next steps, we are considering to address richer emotion models like the appraisal model in the emotion classification. We aim at a wider range of emotions, as those that emerged as important in our user study, also to be complemented with models of engagement and enjoyment. Powerful enough to include most relevant emotions and simple enough to ease their elicitation, as part of an automatic process whenever possible, and complemented with a manual perspective for more flexibility and expressiveness. Regarding the emotion recognition, next step is to improve the recognition rates by changing some scenes in the training phase. We are preparing another experiment to reach this goal. We are also planning to investigate to what extent films can be automatically divided into emotional segments with our recognition engine in real time. Given that our recognition engine is based on easily computed statistical features, an interesting path would be to explore real-time classification of discrete emotional states. We also intend to improve our classification method by adding more manual classification from users about the impact of the movie in their emotions, but also regarding the content itself. We will also test our recognition engine in the detection of emotional arousal/ valence.
Regarding the emotional movie access and visualization, the next step would be to improve and extend the system in accordance with these users' feedback, our own evaluation of the current design and implementation, and some of the ideas we originally had and that were not yet included in the current version. Some of the future features include: extending the concept of video summaries to present movies in chosen emotional perspectives and preferences, with more criteria other then selecting scenes with one chosen emotion; summarizing, searching or recommending movies based on users current emotional states, or defined emotional criteria; to find movies by example, i.e. with emotional timelines similar to the timeline of a given movie; exploring the visual representation of huge amounts of movies, and of richer emotional models that might provide a better representation of the emotional impact of movies (a 3D visualization of the wheel may allow a clearer understanding of the emotional patterns in these cases); extend selecting and browsing methods based on more sophisticated and powerful filters and searches; explore the comparison of movie content properties with the emotional impact on the users; and to include support for historical emotional information gathered along time, so we can witness the evolution of users' emotional reactions to movies over time, and compare it to other perspectives, including the actors and directors involved, in the several movies genres. We also intend to make all this information more available, or visible, on the web as a shared and recommender environment based on the emotional classification of movies, useful for the general public, as well as for more professional perspectives of directors and actors.
Finally, iFelt is currently focused in movies and the web environment, but this same approach can be useful and interesting to be explored with other types of videos, as is the case of advertisement videos that typically aim at specific emotional reactions from the viewers; and from interactive TV and video on demand services. The core functional and interface features could be the same, but some new requirements in these contexts might involve some adaptations or extensions.
